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Hello everybody-I hope you are still enjoying the sunshine. We continue to 

look forward to hearing from you. Today, I have set another three tasks and another riddle!  

Riddle:  What five letter word becomes shorter when you add two letters to it?      

 
Now here are your 3 activities:  Only check the answers when you complete the task! 

Rivers: Read through the pdf slides to be able to conduct a geographical enquiry.  Afterwards,  

decide on a river and a question you would like to investigate and use research materials e.g. 

e.g. books, pictures, access to the internet, magazines etc, to help you answer your question.   

You could also use the River Fact Cards to help them start.  Present your information in the way 

you think is most suited to the task.   

 

 

Extension:  Complete the end of unit quiz.  

 

Present your findings any way you like. For example: drawing pictures and making a poster, writing a 

fact card with statistics, drawing a map and labelling it, writing a description or creating a booklet.  

 

2 English:  Continue with ‘One Chance’ Booklet written by Dean Thompson.   

 

Extension: Explain what the workbook has helped you learn. 

 

3 Maths:  For the next few weeks, we’ll be learning about a special kind of maths called 

Geometary.  The third concept we’ll be looking at will be angles and degrees.  Please watch the 

video on Mathantics.com or youtube on angles and degrees or simply follow these links:  

https://mathantics.com/lesson/angles-and-degrees and https://mathantics.com/lesson/angles-

and-degrees/exercises_video (exercise video) only watch the second video if you are stuck with 

the exercise task.  Once you’ve watched them complete the corresponding tasks.  I’ve include 

another sheet about angles for those of you who do not have a protractor. 

 

Extension:  Complete the attached reasoning sheet (Would you rather…) .  Use maths to 

support your reasoning. 

 

 

I will be sending out the next home leaning on Monday. Take care, love from Ms Malyon, Mrs Williams, 

Ms Baker and Ms Brett. 
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